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Our Mission Statement

We are innovators. We are explorers. We are always looking over the horizon or around 
the next bend for inspiration and adventure. Our goal is to build the best gear available, 

and to help our customers push the limits of what they think is possible.  

Born from a passion for primitive spearfishing and a yearning for adventure, Headhunter 
has turned into a company that is creating products for all aspects of spearfishing and the 
ocean lifestyle. We understand that you don’t get to spearfish everyday, so when you do 

get the opportunity, get out there with the gear you can count on.

Brad Thornbrough, Founder
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PREDATOR POLESPEAR

The Predator polespear is one Headhunter’s first products. The Predator combines innovative designs with high 
quality materials to create one of the fastest and most durable polespears on the market. The Predator is a two piece 
polespear. It comes with a strong composite rear section that is more durable and lighter than aluminum. The front 
section is made of stiff carbon fiber and 316 stainless steel connections for added rigidity. The Predator polespear 

comes ready to shoot. The injector rod, power band, retaining band kit and our famous Showstopper slip tip are all 
included with these spears.

SKU
 HHPRED2P96

Specifications
Total Length = 9 feet

Rear Length = 62 inches
Front Length = 51 inches

Diameter = 1/2 inch
Weight = 1 pound 11 ounces

Included
2 piece polespear 

injector rod
Showstopper slip tip (cable)

power band
retaining band kit

stainless steel hardware

WITH MORE WORLD RECORDS THAN ANY POLESPEAR ON THE MARKET!

PREDATOR POLESPEARS 5



SKU
HHTIP2SPT (use with HHINJECT2)

HHTIP3SPT (use with HHINJECTBIG)

Specifications
Length = 3 inches

Diameter = 5/16 inch
Weight = 1 ounce

SKU
HHINJECT2 

Specifications
Length = 10.5 inches

Weight = 3 ounces

SKU
HHTIP2CBL (use with HHINJECT2)

HHTIP3CBL (use with HHINJECTBIG)

Specifications
Length = 3 inches

Diameter = 5/16 inch
Weight = 1 ounces

6 INJECTOR RODS

REPLACEMENT INJECTOR ROD

 This is a replacement injector rod for all Headhunter polespears and for 
the 6mm and 3/8 inch adapters. To remove or replace an injector rod, 
simply loosen the set screw on the spear, remove the old rod and thread 
in the replacement injector rod. Then tighten the set screw to prevent 

the new injector rod from coming loose.

REPLACEMENT SHOWSTOPPER SLIP TIP (SPECTRA)

This tip is the same as our normal Showstopper tip except it comes 
rigged with 1000 pound spectra braided line. Not only is the spectra 
easier to handle and does not kink, it has a breaking strength almost 
double that of a comparable stainless steel cable. Another advantage of 
using spectra is that it will not saw through the fish’s body as quickly as 
cable will. This is especially important on softer species such as wahoo, 

dolphin, mackerel, etc. 

REPLACEMENT SHOWSTOPPER SLIP TIP (CABLE)

This is the standard slip tip for the Showstopper tip system. This in an 
exact replacement of what comes on the Predator and NOMAD pole-
spears, 6mm Kit, and Riffe kit. Comes rigged with 480 pound stainless 
steel cable. The Showstopper slip tip is unique in design. This piece is 
machined from 17-4 stainless steel and machined with an extremely 
sharp point. The slip tip has a very thin front half that slowly swells into a 
slightly larger diameter in the main section. The barb is very pronounced 

to make sure that the tip deploys and holds inside the fish. 



SKU
HHINJECTBIG

Specifications
Length = 18 inches

Diameter = 5/16 inch
Weight = 6 ounces

SKU
HHTAHITIAN

Specifications
Length = 12 inches

Diameter = 9/32 inch
Weight = 4 ounces

SKU
HHRETBNDS1

Specifications
Weight = 0.5 ounces

Included
This kit includes 6 red rubber bands, three 

O-rings, a rubber stopper, and a 3/32 hex key.

INJECTOR RODS  7

BIG INJECTOR ROD

This is the beefed up big brother to our standard injector 
rod. These big injector rods are larger in diameter, 
and length, and are heat treated for added strength 
and durability. These injector rods are designed to 
complement the NOMAD’S sturdiness but they will 
also work with the Predator, the 6mm adapter, and 

the 3/8 inch adapter.

TAHITIAN FLOPPER POLESPEAR TIP

This is a Tahitian style flopper shaft for use with 
all Headhunter polespears. It can also be used on 
most other brand’s polespears when coupled with 

Headhunter’s 6mm or 3/8 inch adapters.

RETAINER BAND KIT

The retainer band kit can be used with all Showstopper 
tips and injector rods. This kit allows there to be a 
constant amount of tension on the Showstopper slip 
tip, keeping it mounted on the injector rod until it 

engages in a fish.
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NOMAD POLESPEAR
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9 FOOT NOMAD(3 pc.)
SKU

HHNOMAD3PC9FT

Specifications
Total Length(without tip)= 9 foot

Diameter = .675 inch
Weight = 3 pounds

INCLUDED
3 foot rear section

3 foot middle section
3 foot front section

band
18 inch injector rod

Showstopper slip tip
retainer band kit

8 FOOT NOMAD(3 pc.)
SKU

HHNOMAD3PC8FT

Specifications
Total Length(without tip) = 8 foot

Diameter = .675 inch
Weight = 2.9 pounds 

INCLUDED
3 foot rear section

2 foot middle section
3 foot front section

band
18 inch injector rod

Showstopper slip tip
retainer band kit

6 FOOT NOMAD(2 pc.)
SKU

HHNOMAD2PC6FT

Specifications
Total Length(without tip)= 6 foot

Diameter = .675 inch
Weight = 2.3 pounds 

INCLUDED
3 foot rear section
3 foot front section

band
18 inch injector rod

Showstopper slip tip
retainer band kit

NOMAD POLESPEAR

Our newest polespear, the NOMAD, is the result 2 years of R&D. The goal was to develop a pole spear that is extremely durable, very fast, hits hard, and travels well. We have developed a proprietary compos-
ite tubing that is ridiculously rugged and paired that with hardened fittings.

At the business end we have a 9 inch grip, an 18 inch x 5/16 inch heat treated injector rod, and a beefed up slip tip. The spear can be configured as a 6, 8, 9, or 10 foot spear (not including the 20 inches of tip 
and injector) by combining the 3 foot front, 3 foot back and optional 2 foot and 3 foot mid sections. And the entire spear breaks down to 40 inches for travel. 

The power can be customized by using the various power bands we have developed for this spear, and soon a “roller” section will be available as an optional rear section. We have added blaze orange to the 
back section to help with visibility, both above and below the surface.

(Tip and injector rod add 20 inches to length shown below)

NOMAD POLESPEAR 9

NOMAD REPLACEMENT SECTIONS

FRONT SECTION
SKU:HHNOMAD-F3
LENGTH: 36 INCHES

LENGTH OVERALL: 40 INCHES

MIDDLE SECTION(2 FOOT)
SKU: HHNOMAD-M2
LENGTH: 24 INCHES

LENGTH OVERALL: 26.5 INCHES

MIDDLE SECTION(3 FOOT)
SKU: HHNOMAD-M3

LENGTH: 36 INCHES
LENGTH OVERALL: 38.5 INCHES

REAR SECTION
SKU: HHNOMAD-R3
LENGTH: 36 INCHES

LENGTH OVERALL: 39.75 INCHES



SKU
 HHBANDPRED

Specifications
Diameter = 1/2 inch
Length = 41 inches
Weight = 2 ounces

SKU
HHBGBANDPRED

Specifications
Diameter = 1/2 inch
Length = 41 inches
Weight = 3 ounces

REPLACEMENT BAND PREDATOR POLESPEARS

This is the stock replacement band for the Predator polespear. 
This band also works for other polespears that require a band 

stretch close to 61 inches (~5 feet).

BIG GAME BAND PREDATOR POLESPEAR

The Big Game Band (BGB) is an upgrade from the 
standard Predator polespear band. The BGB features 
a 500 pound Dacron reinforcing core and a slide ring 
for easy float line attachment. This band allows you 

to shoot and land big fish with confidence. 

BRIAN HEAD/PHOTO BY: BRAD THORNBROUGH



SKU
HHPREDCASE

Specifications
Length = 64 inches

Width = 4 inches
Weight = 7 ounces

SKU
HHCBLKIT1(Predator)
HHCBLKIT2(NOMAD)

Specifications
Weight = 0.5 ounces

Included
This kit comes with two cables and crimps. The longer one is 
for replacing the cable from the Showstopper slip tip and the 

short one is for replacing the loop on the polespear.

SKU
HHBANDNMD6FT
HHBANDNMD8FT
HHBANDNMD9FT

Specifications
Diameter = 1/2 inch
Lengths = 36 inches
                     50 inches
                     58 inches
Weight = 2 ounces

POLESPEAR BANDS 11

CABLE REPLACEMENT KIT

This cable replacement kit restores the cable on your 
Showstopper slip tip and the cable loop on your 
Predator or NOMAD polespear. Although stainless 
steel cable is tough as nails, over time it gets worn 
out. We recommend replacing the cable occasionally 
to allow your gear to function properly and to make 

sure it is as strong as possible.

REPLACEMENT BAND NOMAD POLESPEAR

This is the stock replacement band for the NOMAD polespear. 
This band is available for the 6, 8 and 9 foot polespear. This 
band also works for other polespears that require a band stretch 

close to 61 inches (~5 feet).

POLESPEAR CASE

This is a polespear case that fits over and protects 
your favorite (Headhunter Predator) polespear. It 
features a mesh back to allow for airflow so your gear 
can dry out faster and has a tough Velcro closure. 

The case measures 64 inches in length.
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RIFFE INJECTOR ROD

This is a replacement injector rod for our Riffe Show-
stopper Kit. To replace the worn injector rod, simply 
loosen the piece by twisting it counterclockwise and 
then screw the new injector rod on to your polespear. 

Also available as a kit with slip tip.

Specifications
Length = 10 1/2 inches
Diameter = 11/32 inch

Weight = 3 ounces

RIFFE INJECTOR ROD ONLY
SKU

HHRIFSTYLINJECT
Included

This item includes a Riffe compatible injector rod 
and retaining band kit.

RIFFE TIP KIT
SKU

HHRIFSTYLTIPKIT
Included

This kit includes a Riffe compatible injector rod, 
retaining band kit, and a Showstopper slip tip (ca-

ble). It is a complete setup for a Riffe polespear.

SKU
HHRIFFETAHITIAN

Specifications
Length = 12 inches

Diameter = 9/32 inch
Weight = 4 ounces

SKU
HH3/8TIPADAPT

Specifications
Length = 2 inches

Diameter = 1/2 inch
Weight = 2 ounces

Included
This kit includes 3/8 inch adapter and a retaining 

band kit.

RIFFE STYLE TAHITIAN FLOPPER TIP

This is a Tahitian style flopper shaft for Riffe or similar 
polespears. The tip only works in a polespear with 

a 6mm female thread.

3/8 INCH TIP ADAPTER

The 3/8 inch adapter has various uses. The adapter 
can be used to adapt our famous Showstopper slip 
tip to Lance Ohara, Gatku, and other polespears with 
a 3/8-24 inch male thread. This product can also be 
used to turn the Predator polespear into a 6 foot spear 
by allowing you to mount the tip system directly to 

the rear section.

6MM TIP ADAPTER

The 6mm adapter allows you to use the Showstop-
per slip tip system in any polespear with a 6mm 
male thread. Polespears that you can use this with 
include Sea Stinger, JBL, Foldspear, etc… This is not 
the complete kit, this is only the replacement 6mm 
adapter. For a complete kit you can purchase the 

6mm kit or purchase the parts separately.

ADAPTER ONLY
SKU

HHADAPTER6MM
Included

This item includes a 6mm adapter and a retaining 
band kit.

ADAPTER KIT
SKU

HH6MMTIPKIT
Included

This item includes a 6mm adapter, retaining 
band kit, and a slip tip. It is a complete setup for a 

standard polespear.
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14 LABORATORY & PRODUCTION

INNOVATION is the core criteria that we try to bake into every product we 
put the Headhunter name on. It is the reason we wake up in the morning 
and why we stay in our workshop long after most people have gone home 
for the day. Our hard work has paid off. Headhunter has brought more new 
and innovative ideas to this industry than any other brand. And we are just 

getting started.

Our new 3000 square foot facility is designed around two concepts: rapid 
product development and in-house manufacturing. We now have a full machine 
shop including CNC equipment, a full woodworking shop, a composites layup 
shop, vacuum presses, a heat treating oven, a laser cutter, a mold making 
and resin casting department, a paint booth, a product and graphic design 
department, a factory showroom, and a sales and shipping department. 

New ideas come to us from every direction. Whether it is customer feed-
back, or our own personal experience using our gear, we pay attention to 
every detail. Those ideas then see further development using the latest CAD 
software where we can work through the design elements.  Once we are 
ready to feel something in our hands we can use our computer controlled 
machinery to quickly cutout precise prototypes for testing and distribution 
to our pro team for feedback. These capabilities, along with our ability to 
work with metals, woods, carbon fiber and fiberglass, and plastics, allow 

us to tweak our designs in ways never thought of before.

Once we decide to add a product to our lineup we can do almost all of the 
manufacturing and assembly in-house. Whatever we can’t make, specialized 
vendors can and we have developed a network of amazing suppliers that we 
work with. All here in the USA. In fact, almost all of the products we offer 

are sourced and made entirely here in the USA. 

There is a lot of immitation out there, but if you are looking for innovation 
and superior quality, look no further than Headhunter.

LABORATORY
&PRODUCTION

BRAD THORNBROUGH/PHOTO BY:PERRIN JAMES
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SKU
HHGUERRILLA02   

Specifications
Length = 11 inches
Width = 1.82 inches

Height = 3 1/4 inches

Included
1X Guerrilla Sling with the Teak Body

1X Speed Cup
2X Band Plugs

1X Band Plug Tool
1X Power band

The Guerrilla Sling 2.0 is the most advanced Hawaiian Sling on the market. We have created a sling 
so different, so powerful, and so easy to use that we almost don’t even want to call it a sling. Its more 
like a “Trigger-less Speargun”. The newest version of the patented Guerrilla Sling is made from Teak 
and is more hydrodynamic and buoyant than the last version. These changes improve the feel of the 
sling underwater and make side to side tracking easier. The added buoyancy also allows the sling to 
float with a large reel so now you do not have to worry about fighting a fish and trying to hold on to 

a sinking sling at the same time.

Headhunter designed and patented a band configuration that moves the attachment point of the 
bands forward. The new band position increases the band stretch by 33% on a six foot tall person and 
up to 40 – 60% on women and kids compared to a traditional sling. More band pull translates to a 

faster shaft that will carry more power!

The Guerrilla Sling was specially designed to allow the user to mount a reel on the sling and attach 
reel line directly to a shaft. The ability of staying connected to your shaft at all times has allowed sling 
users to shoot Hawaiian Slings where it was previously not possible. This set up has allowed people to 

shoot fish in blue water, murky conditions, and deeper than ever before.

Another added benefit of the Guerrilla Sling is the way it is held. Unlike pistol grips, where all the pressure 
and torque is transferred to your wrist, the Guerrilla Sling creates a natural grip and shifts all the force 

to your forearm. This decreases the amount of shaking, improves tracking, and enhances accuracy.

Recommended Accessories
9/32 x 60 inch Flopper Shaft or 9/32 x 60 inch 

Slip Tip Shaft
Small or Large Reels (75 feet or 125 feet)

Replacement Parts
Band Plugs
Speed Cup  

Different Bands available in light, medium, 
heavy, and extra heavy.

GUERRILLA SLING
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9/32” SLING SHAFT FOR GUERRILLA

You are looking at a 9/32 inch shaft that was specially designed for our Guerrilla Sling. We found 
that the 9/32 inch diameter shafts were the best diameter. A shaft in this diameter gives you 
the range and speed of a 1/4 inch shaft with the punch and power of a 5/16 inch shaft. These 
shafts have the option of a slide ring system that allows you to attach your reel line directly 
to it, allowing you to use a reel with your sling and land better fish than ever before. Unlike 
traditional sling shafts, our shaft comes with a longer flopper. These longer floppers have a 
better holding power. Shafts can be purchased with or without the slide ring/end cap setup.

Specifications
Length = 60 inches or 66 inches

Weight = 1.1 pounds 

Replacement Parts
Replacement shaft available without slide ring and end cap

SKU
Shaft with slide ring: HH9/32-60SHAFTSR

Replacement shaft only(no slide ring or end cap): HH9/32-60SHAFTSR-SPARE

Available with limited quantity in 66 inch length
SKU

Shaft with slide ring: HH9/32-66SHAFTSR
Replacement shaft only(no slide ring or end cap): HH9/32-66SHAFTSR-SPARE

SLIP TIP SLING SHAFT

Introducing our sling shafts with an integrated slip tip. Perfect for soft fish and/or long shots. 
These are 9/32 inch heat treated 17-4 ph stainless steel shafts with our normal slide ring setup 
on the rear section and our deadly Showstopper slip tip on the business end. The tip is rigged 
with 1000 pound. spectra and is hollow spliced with a double brummel. These shafts come 

with the rigged tip, slide ring, and end cap. Ready to use out of the box.

SKU
HH9/32-60SLIPSHAFT

Specifications
 Length = 60 inches

Material = 1000 pound Spectra
Weight = 1.1 pounds



SKU
HHBELTPLATE50

BLUE BELT NOT INCLUDED
Specifications

Small Reel
75 feet of 600 pound spectra

Weight = 7 ounces

Large Reel
125 feet of 600 pound spectra

Weight = 8 ounces

SKU
Small: HHREELTMP75

Large: HHREELTMP125

SKU
Light: HHBANDGRLA-L

Medium: HHBANDGRLA-M
Heavy: HHBANDGRLA-H 

Extra Heavy: HHBANDGRLA-EH

Specifications
Length = 36 inches

Diameter = 1/2 inch OD
Weight = 3 ounces

SLINGS ACCESSORIES 19

REEL SETUP FOR GUERRILLA SLING

We offer two different reels for the Guerrilla Sling. 
The small reel holds 75 feet of line and the large reel 
holds 125 feet of line. The two reels come filled with 
a super stiff spectra line specially made for our sling. 
This spectra is extremely stiff and abrasion resistant. 
The stiffness helps the user by keeping the shooting 
line manageable and tangle free while the abrasion 
resistance prevents cuts from reefs or wrecks. This 

reel also works great as a speargun reel.

GUERRILLA SLING REPLACEMENT BAND

We offer four different strength replacement bands for the 
Guerrilla Sling. The patented design of the Guerrilla Sling band 
system provides easy adjustment and replacement of the power 
bands. The combination of different band strengths and lengths 

allows for infinite adjustabillity of the draw weight.

BELT REEL QUICK CHANGE MOUNT

 Headhunter designed belt mounted reel plate mounts 
your large or small reel directly to your weight belt. Built 
in tear-away safety bungee allows the diver to quickly 
detach the belt plate and reel if needed, saving your belt 
and any other gear you have attached to your belt. This 
reel mount can be used on the left or right hip, and is 
designed to work with both our large reel (125 feet of 
line) and small reel (75 feet of line)however  we highly 
reccomend only using the large reel when using this product 

as the belt plate was designed aroung the large reel.
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GO PRO MOUNT

 Go Pro mount for the Guerrilla Sling mounts to the 
band plugs using the supplied hardware.

GUERRILLA BAND PLUG

A set of two replacement band plugs for the Guerrilla 
Sling. Our unique Headlock plugs can be easily taken 
out to allow bands to be cut shorter to increase power. 

This also allows easy band replacement. 

GUERRILLA PLUG TOOL

 This is a replacement plug tool for the Guerrilla Sling. 
This tool makes the removal and insertion of the 

band plugs easier.

SPEED CUP

This is a replacement speed cup for the Guerrilla 
Sling or a sling of your choice. The Guerrilla speed 
cup is the lightest and fastest cup on the market. 
The cup features five cutaways that decrease mass 

and allow water to flow through.

SKU
HHSPEEDCUP01

Specifications
Length = 1.625 inches

Diameter = 1/2 inch
Weight = 1 ounce

SKU
HHBANDPLUGKIT01

Specifications
Length = 1.25 inches

Diameter = 0.625 inch
Weight = 1 ounce

SKU
HHPLUGTOOL01

Specifications
Length = 3 inches
Width = 2 inches
Weight = 1 ounce

SKU
HHGRLA2GOPRO

Includes
Go Pro mount, mounting screws and washers

GUERRILLA ACCESSORIES
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BREATHE. 
DESCEND. 
HUNT. 
SURFACE. 
REPEAT.
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24 GLOVES

The BAMF Spearfishing and Lobstering gloves were developed thanks to a collaboration between Headhunter 
Spearfishing and Cameron Kirkconnell. The gloves are made from a woven Kevlar with industrial cut resistance. 
The grip was designed to work well with polespears, Hawaiian Slings, and spearguns alike. All of the BAMF gloves 
(excluding the XS) have a flexible rubber over-molding on the topside of the glove to protect against, sharp rocks, 
lobster, and fish gills. This glove offers a combination of great dexterity and protection and comes in a variety of 

sizes ranging from XS to XXL.

SKU
HHGLOVE01-(XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL)

BAMF SPEARFISHING AND LOBSTERING GLOVES
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SKU
HHGUNSOCK01

Specifications 
Hole for shaft

Protects your speargun
Non absorbent padded or thick fabric material

SKU
HHLINEKEEP01

Specifications
7 inch Square

Color = Headhunter Blue

SKU
HHSTIFFYSPOOL

Specifications
Diameter = 1.8 mm

Break Strength = 600 pounds
Color = Headhunter Blue

26 GEAR & ACCESSORIES

SHOOTING LINE KEEPER

We designed this shooting line keeper to keep 
your shooting line coiled against your shaft. You 
can even store your slip tip inside the pouch with 

your shooting line.

SPEARGUN SOCK 

This speargun sock will fit most spearguns with 
a reel. It measures 153 cm or 60 inches in length. 
The sock is able to stretch out a few more inches 
to accommodate spearguns up to 65 inches or 165 

cm in length.

STIFFY STRING SPECTRA REEL LINE

 We designed an innovative reel line that would has 
outstanding performance for spearguns, Hawaiian 
Slings, and polespears. The line is made from 1.8 
mm diameter spectra with a tensile strength of 600 
pounds. The two most important attributes of this 
line are the abrasion resistance and the stiffness. The 
spectra’s outstanding abrasion resistance allows the 
line to hold up a long time despite run-ins with rocks, 
wrecks, and fish teeth. The Stiffy String’s specially 
designed weave makes it one of the stiffest lines on 
the market. The added stiffness gives us a line that 
is easily managed underwater. The Stiffy String can 

be purchased  by the foot through special order.



SKU
HHGAUGE01

Specifications
Length = 5.5 inches
Width = 1.5 inches
Weight = 2 ounces

SKU
HHTRGT-MTN

Specifications
Length = 14 inches
Width = 8.5 inches

Thickness = .125 inch
Weight = 6 ounces

SKU
HHFLASHER01

  Specifications
Length = 6 feet

Mirror Size = 3x6 inches
Weight = 11 ounces

GEAR & ACCESSORIES 27

HEADHUNTER FLASHER  

Based on a successful flasher style often used in 
Australia. This flasher rig includes three double 
sided mirrors placed in such a way to help avoid 
any tangling. This flasher not only works well in blue 
water but on the reef too. The large mirrored surfaces 
produce a super bright flash that can be seen by fish 

even in very murky conditions.

SPEARFISHING TARGET

Perfect your shot with this target shaped to look 
like a Grouper. The kit comes with a small weight 
and string to keep the target on the bottom. There 
is also a hole in the dorsal fin so it can be hung from 
a float if desired. These targets are great for those 
new to Hawaiian Slings and Polespears. Whether you 
purchase it for a beginner or to practice during the 
off season, they are a great addition to any gear bag.

LOBSTER AND STONE CRAB GAUGE

A must have for any waterman is this multi-tool 
features a 3 inch lobster gauge, a 2.75 inch stone 
crab claw gauge, and a bottle opener. It is the perfect 
tool for a great day on the water. The gauge is made 
from 1/8 inch 316 stainless steel and is laser cut for 

optimal precision. 
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EXPLORE & HUNT   



There is something about our sport that is very unique. Most of what we do is done far below the surface on a single breath of air. There are no crowds cheering us 
on. You can’t just quit. You must see each dive through to its completion. You do it for a personal sense of accomplishment and satisfaction. Every dive is a learning 

experience. Every fish a hard earned victory. And even if you are 3 feet from a fellow spearfisherman, you are still all alone in a silent and alien underwater world.

At Headhunter we are drawn to this solitary connection with nature. It fuels our passion for innovation and exploration.We have allowed our drive for exploration to 
take us to the ends of the Earth. And when you put everything on the line to push your personal limits you need gear that you can count on. That is the philosophy 
behind Headhunter. From shallow inland lakes to the deepest oceans, Headhunter equipment has been there for the past 16 years helping watermen and freedivers 

accomplish their goals. 

We approach product design with superior function and dependability in mind. Not just how well it works in the water, but also how simple it is to travel with and to 
maintain. Afterall, we don’t just design and manufacture the equipment, we constantly use and improve the gear. Whether your next adventure is half way around 

the world or in your backyard, Headhunter has the gear you need.
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CROGSTER TEE
SKU

HHTMCROG-(M,L,XL,XXL)

GPS TEE
SKU

 HHTMSOUNDER-(M,L,XL,XXL)

SURF SCHOOL TEE
SKU

HHTMSSCHOOL-(M,L,XL,XXL)

DOGTOOTH TUNA TEE
SKU

HHTMSDOGFACE-(M,L,XL,XXL)

HOG FACE TEE
SKU

HHTMHOGFACE-(M,L,XL,XXL)

OLD SCHOOL TEE
SKU

HHTMOLDSW-(M,L,XL,XXL)

BLACK GROUPER TEE
SKU

HHTMGROUPFACE-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)

SKETCHY HEADHUNTER TEE
SKU

HHTMSKETCH1-(M,L,XL,XXL)

SHIRTS 

OUR APPAREL LINEUP CHANGES OFTEN. PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE TO FIND OUT WHAT WE CURRENTLY OFFER.
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FLAT BRIMMED LIMITED EDITION HAT
SKU

HHHATF01

HEADHUNTER SNAPBACK HAT- BLACK   
SKU

HHHAT004

HEADHUNTER SNAPBACK HAT- CHARCOAL 
SKU

HHHAT003

LOW PROFILE HAT WITH BUCKLE HEADHUNTER SNAPBACK HAT
NAVY/WHITE

SKU
HHHAT002

SKU
HHHATD01

HEADHUNTER SNAPBACK HAT-NAVY

SKU
HHHAT001

HATS



BRIEN MASTRIANA
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STICKERS DECALS

HEADHUNTER
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The SEA SLINGER is a revelutionary new style of sling that utilizes 
forward rollers to provide a preloaded band and alignment rollers 
to insure that the draw has a balanced and straight angle. Typically 
a pistol grip on a sling creates torque and can cause the sling to 
rotate while under band pressure. The Sea Slinger allocates pres-
sure evenly  around the hand creating a balanced pull, therefore 
eliminating any undesirable torque. Just raw, straight power.
The bands are easily changed using our loop system and can be 
swapped out to personalize your sling to match your draw strengths.

SEA SLINGER

RYAN MYERS/PHOTO BY: BRAD THORNBROUGH36 SEA STINGER

For nearly two decades, Sea Stinger has been a leader in providing high end primitive gear, with an emphasis on 
both quality products and competitive pricing. In 2016 Headhunter Spearfishing aquired ownership of Sea Stinger 
and brought them under our roof. We are proud to continue the legacy with both the original Sea Stinger lineup 
and with new, innovative  products that allow Sea Stinger to have the competive advantage over other companies. 
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LENGTH: 53”
BAND: 15” 

LENGTH: 70”
BAND: 15” 

LENGTH: 64”
BAND: 15” 

LENGTH: 81”
BAND: 20” 

LENGTH: 80”
BAND: 20” 

LENGTH: 97”
BAND: 25” 

SS17

SKU NAME

FRONT POLE SPEAR SECTION

OPTIONAL MID SECTION

27” REAR SECTION

38” REAR SECTION

54”  REAR SECTION

SS36

SS39

SS38

SS37

SS09 15” BAND

20” BAND

25” BAND

SS08

SS11

SS01 SEA STINGER 1-LIGHT DUTY SLIP TIP

SEA STINGER 2-MEDIUM-HEAVY DUTY SLIP TIP

SEA STINGER 3-HEAVY DUTY SLIP TIP

SS02

SS03

3 PRONG PARALYZER TIPSS47

PINK GRIP KIT

YELLOW GRIP KIT

SS44

SKU PART NAME

BLACK GRIP KIT

END CAP & PIN

POWER BAND CAM KIT

SS44-PNK

SS44-YEL

SS35

SS07

TIP & CABLE REPLACEMENT

REBUILD KIT

SS05

SS06

POLESPEARS

 SEASTINGER 37

The Sea Stinger polespears were developed to create a modular, carbon fiber polespear with numerous configurations 
to suit most needs. Utilizing advanced carbon composites and stainless steel components, these spears allow for an 
extremely versitile yet rugged setup.  The entire line of spears is made up of only five different sections. Every spear has a 
front section(SS17) and one of the three different length rear sections(SS37, SS38, or the SS39). An optional mid-section 
(SS36) can be added to any combination for an extra 17” of length.  Just pick the combination that best suits you, add 
the appropriate band, thread on a tip of your choice and you will be prepared for any situation. Or choose from our six 
standard configurations, like the extremely popular Lightning Rod. We also recommend using the 6mm adapter kit to 
use Headhunter’s Showstopper tip on any Sea Stinger polespear.  For more information vist  headhunterspearfishing.com
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OUR FUTURE
Spearfishing is an extremely selective way to harvest fish. By venturing into the water divers not only 
get to select the exact fish they want but they also get to see first hand the health of the ecosystem 

that they are hunting in. 

As a spearfishing brand we have a huge responsibility to our customers and the environment. Most of 
what we do as a company has the potential to add pressure to our fisheries. At Headhunter Spearfishing 
we are deeply committed to the conservation of the ocean and its marine life. Our employees and team 
members are commited to selectivley harvest fish in a manner that promotes sustainability, and we 

encourage all our friends and customers to do the same.

Current regulations for Florida, the Bahamas and other locations are available at:

www.headhunterspearfishing.com/pages/regulations
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HEADHUNTERSPEARFISHING.COM


